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EDITOR’S NOTE

Welcome to the first issue of our little magazine. Mike and I 

would like to dedicate this issue to all those who have con-

tinuously loved and supported us during, and in spite of, our 

seemingly abrupt need to pick up and move to the other side 

of the world. We offer this magazine to you with an authen-

tic sense of humility, knowing well that we wouldn’t be able 

to do anything without your strong and gentle support. 

And though this magazine is far from perfect, we hope that 

you will look past its faults and enjoy it nonetheless. It was 

born out of love, labored over (probably way too much), and 

is now offered to you because you are deeply missed. And 

here’s to the hope that we will see you again soon.

– Pam

theworldasweseeit . typepad.com

http://www.theworldasweseeit.typepad.com
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Zhuzhou HUNAN PROVINCE P E O P L E ’ S  R E P U B L I C  O F  C H I N A
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Travel to 113°15’ east longitude and 27°83’ north 

latitude and you’ll find the placid little town of 

Zhuzhou. Home to 3.65 million unassuming 

country folk wrapped into what the people of 

China refer to as a “small city”. In all actuality, 

they are right. If it were not for the railroads 

that spring forth from the heart of Zhuzhou 

into all directions of the country, there would 

be no reason to waste the ink on the map. But 

the same rail system that saves it from complete 

obscurity is partially to blame for it status as 

one of the most polluted cities in China. Once 

upon a time, the powers-that-be looked heavily 

at the crisscrossing of the tracks and chose it the 

best place to prop up numerous factories. With 

modernization came more factories, and with 

TEXT:  M IKE  GOLAFSHAR 
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ZHUZHOU

the factories came the hope of employment. This 

caused the city to swell by over 50,000 people a 

year for the last five decades. 

As we now wander the littered streets, an 

unrelenting cocktail of pollutants fog the air, 

sending our lungs into overdrive in a quest for 

a better breath. As we look around we see shiny 

white-tiled skyrises that were rubble heaps just 

weeks before, knowing that days is all it will take 

for the shine to be replaced by a dreary brown, 

aging it before the furniture has settled. Things 

that should be complex are done simply and 

a simple thing never is. There is a propensity 

towards spitting and smoking, and the utter lack 

of foreigners leads to an abundance of staring, 

occasionally accompanied by a chorus of hellos 

once we have passed. 

But for all these things, below its austere shell, 

are a weathered people who have not forgotten 

to smile. Modernization has not crushed their 

country loll. Things get done when they get 

done. Meals are social events, afternoons are for 

naps, and evenings are filled with the roughling 

of mahjong tiles as families and friends laugh 

and converse on sidewalks and in neighborhood 

parks. If we take anything away from this place, it 

is that we are little without our family and friends 

behind us. And that patience is everything.   

LEFT: View from just outside our school in Zhuzhou.

PREVIOUS SPREAD: Collage of the local neighborhood 

market in Tianxin, Zhuzhou.
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CHENGDU LHASA KATHMANDU HONG KONGMT. EVEREST

S U M M E R  T R I P

LEFT TO RIGHT: A Buddhist temple in Chengdu; the Potola Palace in 

Lhasa; the peak of Mt. Everest; a doorway in Kathmandu; a pedestrian 

skybridge in Hong Kong

PHOTOS:  M IKE  AND PAM GOLAFSHAR

CHENGDU,
SICHUAN PROVINCE ,  PEOPLE ’S  REPUBL IC  OF  CH INA

LHASA, 
TIBET  AUTONOMOUS REGION ,  PEOPLE ’S  REPUBL IC  OF  CH INA

MT. EVEREST,
TIBET  AUTONOMOUS REGION ,  PEOPLE ’S  REPUBL IC  OF  CH INA

KATHMANDU,
NEPAL

HONG KONG, 
SPECIAL  ADMIN ISTRAT ION  ZONE ,  PEOPLE ’S  REPUBL IC  OF  CH INA
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Sometimes it’s the little things that stick in 

my memory. Chengdu had volumes of tourist 

temptations – teahouses, temples, pandas 

– but as I think back to our short stay, it is 

something much more simple that stands out. 

After six months of being on a relatively strict 

diet of Chinese food, we stepped off into the 

Chengdu train terminal, slid onto a double 

decker bus, jumped off at what looked like an 

interesting area and went in search of break-

fast. It still qualified as early morning and, 

trying our best to pass on train food the previ-

ous 35 hours, we were hungry. We had found 

a place that claimed to be good for coffee and 

“western breakfast”, but those words had been 

tainted by habitual disappointments from pre-

vious attempts back in Zhuzhou. We stumbled 

our way in and found a table, opened the 

menu and saw two words we had not seen in 

three quarters of a year: french toast. It took 

little time to order. Pam looked no further as 

I let myself be tugged by two other intriguing 

words leaning off the page: breakfast burrito. 

Was it expensive for us people living off a 

Chinese salary? Yes. Did we turn a blind eye 

to the price and wallow in perpetual ecstasis? 

Yes. Did we return the next day to do it all 

over again? A firm and resounding... YES!

Worshipers praying at the Wenshu 

Temple, Chengdu’s largest and best-

preserved Buddhist temple

TEXT:  M IKE  GOLAFSHAR
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CHENGDU
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It’s difficult to swallow the anxiety before board-

ing the plane to Lhasa. Not for the warnings 

of dehydration, headaches and in some cases, 

death, due to altitude sickness. It’s not the week 

or so that we’ll essentially be without a lifeline 

to the outside world. Nor is it the threats of 

diarrhea, atrocious living conditions or potential 

for police harassment that is weighing on me. As 

I sit here moments away from encountering this 

land of phantasmal beauty, one thought clogs 

my consciousness: what I am expecting may 

only be an apparition and my mind will soon 

become privy to the real Tibet. It’s this inevi-

table transformation that manifests itself into the 

knot in my stomach. 

My knowledge of this land was shrewdly 

imparted to me for the cost of a ticket by 

the likes of Mr. Scorcese and Mr. Pitt. And 

though I have no reason to doubt the truth and 

sincerity of the movie industry, I sometimes 

wonder. I wonder if the Tibetan Plateau holds 

the beauty and mystique that it has always 

been afforded on the big screen. I wonder if 

what has been written about the people and 

culture is an idealized version of the writers’ 

hopes and dreams for Tibet that has become 

LHASA

A local shepherd woman, whom we met 

while passing over one of the highest 

peaks just outside of Lhasa

TEXT:  M IKE  GOLAFSHAR
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a truism in my mind. I wonder if we will land 

in an otherwise ordinary city, leaving in ruins 

the fantastic vision that has grown in my 

imagination for many years now. It seems that 

Tibet has been built up by the troves of books, 

magazine articles and movies that impart it 

with nothing but rave reviews. And like my dear 

friends who rave about certain movies before I 

see them, I somehow always leave disappointed. 

And so I sit at a safe distance, anxiety churning, 

ticket in hand, wondering if I will find myself 

leaving Tibet with the same despondent feeling I 

would have shuffling out of the latest Val Kilmer 

movie. All I can do is hang on to naivety a little 

longer and hope.     

ABOVE: A handful of the thousands of 

buddhas in the Drepung Monastery

OPPOSITE: A young beggar outside the 

Sera Monastery, singing for coins

04 S U M M E R  T R I P
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OPPOSITE PAGE: A pilgrim in front of the Potola Palace   THIS PAGE, CLOCKWISE FROM TOP: A monk in 

the courtyard of the Sera Monastery during an afternoon debate session; local Tibetan women in the 

marketplace; a man we met on one of the mountain passes

S U M M E R  T R I P05
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One of our breaks by the side of the road, near an irresistible field of yellow flowers
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LEFT: Hiking up to Everest base camp

ABOVE: Local herders coming down the mountain

Not all who venture to Everest see the peak. I 

say that not in reference to actually climbing the 

mountain but in the stark reality that you could 

spend a great deal of time, energy and money 

getting to Everest base camp and only see a veil 

of clouds where the mountain should be. This 

was something we did not consider until we 

crossed over a high pass a couple of days earlier 

and stared out at a cloud-covered Himalayan 

range. I envisioned us standing at the 5,200 

meter base camp staring at a white wall of 

clouds. As we would soon find out, fortune was 

with us. We set out on our early morning hike 

towards camp, staring at a mass of clouds, praying 

for even a glimpse at the pinnacle of the world. Forty 

minutes into our hike Everest peered out, adding an 

air of vulnerability to its rocky face. By the time we 

stepped with hearts pounding into camp, Everest had 

shed itself of its cloak. We found refuge on the barren 

terrain, breathing in and out, knowing we were truly 

lucky to be there.

MT. EVEREST
TEXT:  M IKE  GOLAFSHAR

PHOTOS:  M IKE  AND PAM GOLAFSHAR
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KATHMANDU After customs and a few goodbyes we arrived, 

weary from our decent into a land whose lush-

ness was almost too great a contrast from the 

dry high plateau from which we came. The 

landscape dripped with green, and the smells 

quickly morphed as we crossed the bridge sepa-

rating China from Nepal. We found our way 

onto a bus which shuttled us past an abundance 

of natural beauty, extreme poverty and an occa-

sional military check point, eventually dropping 

us into the Kathmandu valley. In Kathmandu 

we spent two days roaming the streets, eating 

somosas, and attempting to take in one of the 

more stimulating cities we have ever been to. 

And, like the native Tibetans we encountered 

only few days ago, the people of Nepal had an 

intoxicating mystique. Our short visit rapidly 

found its end and we knew that even if we were 

to have a couple of months, it would only just 

begin to shed a light on this intriguing country.

TEXT:  M IKE  GOLAFSHAR
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LEFT: A courtyard in Kathmandu; a rare open space

ABOVE: We met this girl just after crossing the border into Nepal, becoming shy friends
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v
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ABOVE AND RIGHT: City scenes in Hong Kong Island’s 

Central District

HONG KONG
We rolled off the plane and into the terminal 

at roughly 11:47pm. Our clothes were less 

than daisies and our eyes were dragging 

bags. The only tension in the air was the 

idea of navigating our way to the hotel 

on Hong Kong Island without the aid, as 

we adventurously decided beforehand, of 

a taxi. With bladders finally empty and 

adrenaline starting to kick, we crowded the 

carousel waiting for every piece of clothing 

we brought with us on this journey. We 

waited as the carousel picked, one by one, 

all the best players for its team, and soon 

we were left standing with the nerds and fat 

kids, and the carousel stopped picking. Our 

packs were still in Bangkok. And so we left 

the airport, with a promise in our pocket 

that our bags would find us, and plunged 

ourselves into the subway system. A system 

like no other we had ever seen. Spotless, 

sophisticated, efficient—and unfortunately 

closing at 1:00am. We made it halfway to 

the hotel when the lines stopped running and our 

options narrowed to one: a taxi. We ascended to 

street level, waved a hand, and in one motion a car 

pulled up and the back door drifted open. We slid 

across the faux leather seat as the driver accepted 

our destination with a nod. 

It was at this moment that we glanced at each 

other, faces shining as if we were wearing matching 

“I love HK” t-shirts and skipping through the 

Mongkok goldfish market with arms locked and not 

a care in the world. We had simultaneously seen 

the “seatbelts required” posting inside the cab. Not 

only were there seatbelts, they functioned and were 

expected to be worn. 

Hong Kong surprised us at ever turn. It wasn’t 

how Western it was. It wasn’t how clean 

it was. It wasn’t the modern buildings, 

orderly driving, ocean harbors, global 

cuisine, or the beautifully laid out 

labyrinth of subways, buses, ferries and 

trams. It was all of this, perfectly woven 

to an old Chinese heritage, that inspired 

us. It was the newspapers from around 

the world and the latest fashions, butting 

up against old Chinese markets. It was the 

ability to sit in a Japanese sushi bar without 

the political tension. It was trendy coffeehouses 

and traditional teahouses happily co-existing. 

Our taxi crossed over the harbor bridge and I 

sensed that the drama of our descent from the 

highest of peaks would have a special ending.     

S U M M E R  T R I P09
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The question I get asked the most by my college students (after “What do you think about China?” 

and “Can you use chopsticks?”) is something like “What’s it like to be a college student in America?” 

Which is never an easy thing to answer. There are so many differences, in detail and in scope, that 

it’s difficult to address this question in the span of a ninety-minute class. And even though I’ve been 

to college and could give my own personal answer to that question, it’s not easy to explain the life 

of a college student from a generic point of view. So with this in mind, knowing that my answer is 

going to be received with a great eagerness to learn more about the western culture, I tread lightly. 

I share some universal  things, such as the fact that many students entering into college are living 

away from home for the first time, that school is expensive and that all students must work hard to 

be successful. But at this point the differences between the two countries’ students begin to differ. 

For instance, it’s quite normal in China for there to be twelve students to a dorm room. No heat, 

no air conditioning, no hot water, no elevators, no free access to the internet anywhere on campus. 

And absolutely no personal space. I can complain about having no heat in the classroom as I thaw 

my fingers during the breaks, but then I get to go straight back to my two-bedroom apartment 

with the heat cranked and not think about it again after that. There are so many things that I have 

taken for granted my whole life, that the students here would only be able to dream about. But for 

all the inconveniences, the shortcomings and the obstacles that the students must overcome every 

day, many of them continue to surprise me with their enthusiasm and drive. And this is, definitely, 

something I could learn from them.   

TEXT:  PAM GOLAFSHAR
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The life of a
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FACING PAGE, CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: 

Two students in a kung-fu pose for the 

camera; two students in a rare natural 

pose; the corner of an empty classroom; 

a student on her first day showing her 

English name so her teacher could try 

to learn her name; one of the students’ 

dormitories, with clothes drying outside 

the rooms; another student holding up her 

English name on the first day

THIS PAGE, CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: 

A student’s joyful pose during a school 

trip to Guilin; a student showing her 

true feelings of boredom during class; 

a student-led barbeque/campfire one 

Saturday afternoon; a look at a typical 

classroom at the school
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family  • fr iends • our cat  • clean air  • outdoor coffee shops • being able to  speak Engl ish at  a  normal  speed • magazines • weekend getaways • hour-long dr ives to  the most  beaut i fu l  coast l ine in  the world 

• hiking in  Forest  Park • the smel l  of  evergreens • the smel l  of  f resh coastal  a ir  • picnics at  the Rose Garden • spontaneous dr ives on Sunday af ternoons • taking a nap on the couch with the windows open 

• Powel l ’s  • Ben & Jerry’s  Coffee Coffee Buzz Buzz Buzz • ear ly  evening walks in  NW Port land • the Indian food cart  on 10th and Morr ison • Laurelhurst  Theatre • seasonal  Wal la  Wal la  onion r ings • r id ing 

the streetcar  to  work • browsing through books and magazines we can’ t  af ford • inspirat ion • americanos and lemon poppyseed scones from the coffee shop on the corner • drool ing over the merchandise in  

REI  • free 10-day tr ia ls  at  24-Hour Fi tness • mozzarel la  cheese • campfires on the beach • our furni ture • internat ional  cuis ine • not  th inking we’re going to  die  whenever we get  into  a  taxi  • the smel l  that  

h i ts  you when you walk into  a  Pier  One • SE Port land • Laurelhurst  Park • Imago Dei  Community  • playing music • being able to  see the stars • being able to  see blue in  the sky • non-smoking restaurants 

and publ ic  transportat ion • people who can understand us when we speak • NPR • uncensored websi tes • new seasons of  our  favor i te  TV shows • mult ip le  perspect ives of  the news • fresh organic free-trade 

coffee beans • knowing when new music comes out  • sushi  • shelves of  books • laughing face-to-face wi th good fr iends • First  Thursdays • the farmers’  market  on the Park Blocks • dr iv ing through the 

r ich neighborhoods and dreaming • vegetar ian food • being able to  babysi t  for  fr iends • gir ls ’  n ights • hummus and pi ta  bread • having an oven • our feather  down comforter  • stacks of  extra paper for  

design projects  • spontaneous get-togethers wi th fr iends that  last  a l l  n ight  • late  af ternoons spent  in  coffee shops dreaming about  the future • being part  of  a  community  • homemade nachos wi th tons of  

homemade salsa and guacamole • the misty  Port land rain • having more than three pairs  of  shoes • having to  de-cat-hair  our  clothes before work in  the morning • the way our apartment  smel led when you 

f i rst  walked in  • dr iv ing in  our  own car • a nice glass of  red wine wi th dinner • high-speed internet  access • lots  of  venue choices to  catch an indie movie • Burgervi l le  • Oswald West  State Park • our NVF 

family  • real  clam chowder from the restaurant  on the coast  that  we can never remember the name of  • the spinach-art ichoke dip at  any McMenamins pub • my yoga mat  • being able to  window shop to  see 

the new spring fashions • the but ternut  squash raviol i  f rom Trader Joe’s  • being able to  brush our teeth wi th tap water  • Rice Junkies • the cycl is ts  a l l  over  Port land • going to  the bal let  • going to  the opera 

• get t ing dressed up to  go out  • get t ing together wi th fr iends to  debate rel ig ion,  society,  cul ture,  ar t  • going to  Bookt ique and spending 10 bucks to  get  a  whole bag of  used books • the rest  of  our  clothes 

• being able to  bake pecan pies for  Thanksgiving • being able to  decorate the apartment  for  the hol idays • spending too much money at  Whole Foods • cheese and crackers • the downtown publ ic  l ibrary • 

heal thy cereal  for  breakfast  • Nicholas Restaurant  • weekend getaways at  Edgef ie ld • walking down the street  wi thout  people star ing at  us • si t t ing around the f i replace wi th family  in  Gi lbert  • playing wi th 

nieces in  Keokuk • get t ing an ice cream cone in  Cannon Beach • barbecued ter iyaki  salmon • camping • our fr iends and family   
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